
Homework 6: Reading and understanding NLP research

CS 585, UMass Amherst, Fall 2016

due Friday Dec 9th 11:55pm

A note on writing and grading

Unlike other assignments, you will be graded on the quality of your writing and exposition for
this assignment. Being a good researcher or engineer requires technical writing skills: you need to
be able to explain your ideas to others using clear prose and standard notation. This is also great
practice for your final project report, which also requires these skills. (The bottom of the project
page has a few writing tips. For useful stuff here).

A note on NLP venues

You are almost done with 585! If you want to keep learning about this stuff, check out papers from
leading NLP conferences like NAACL, EMNLP, ACL and the journal TACL. For more on this, see
this link.

Assignment

In this assignment you will pick one research paper from the following list to read.

• Bengio et al. (2003), A Neural Probabilistic Language Model, JMLR. (You can skip section 3
if you want. It concerns details for an efficient, parallel implementation of the model).

• Bamman and Smith (2015), Open Extraction of Fine-Grained Political Statements, EMNLP.
(The paper presents two different models in 3.1 and 3.2; if you like, feel free to skip the
details of one of them.)

You will probably have to read the paper a few times before you really understand it. In some
cases, the paper may include material that is so unfamiliar you can’t really make sense of it. That’s
ok: it’s part of the research process. Getting a rough sense of what this material is talking about is
a good first step.

As you read the paper, make a list of each symbol, its mathematical type, and a short descrip-
tion of what the symbol means.

A “type” describes a set of values that a symbol is allowed to refer to, like in programming:
you can’t fill a string variable in Java with an integer. A string variable is only allowed to refer
to strings. We typically talk about mathematical types likes sequences, tuples, sets, strings, dis-
crete values, integers, real numbers, and probability distributions over them. One very important
distinction is to precisely distinguish between scalars, vectors, and matrices.
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http://people.cs.umass.edu/~brenocon/inlp2016/project.html
http://people.cs.umass.edu/~brenocon/inlp2016/project.html
http://www.umiacs.umd.edu/~jbg/static/style.html
http://www.junglelightspeed.com/the-top-10-nlp-conferences/
http://www.jmlr.org/papers/volume3/bengio03a/bengio03a.pdf
http://www.aclweb.org/anthology/D15-1008


For example, if you were reading J & M chapter 7 and you saw equations 7.1 to 7.5 (pdf link)
you might make the following rows in your table:

symbol meaning type
y a class label; e.g. spam or not spam discrete
ŷ a predicted class label discrete
x the document; type is unclear from these equations ??

P (y) the prior assigned probability for class y before seeing any
evidence

discrete distribution

fi(c, x) the ith feature function with two inputs: proposed class c
and document x

function, outputting 0
or 1

wi the parameter weight for feature i real
Z normalizing constant real

Sometimes papers have this sort of table in them to help the reader understand it, like Figure
1 in this paper by Brendan. It’s typically most helpful when there’s lots of mathematical symbols.
Well-written papers are careful to define symbols before they use them (so the table is not always
strictly necessary). In any case, creating such a table for yourself helps understanding.

As you’re reading, it’s easiest to jot some of this down on paper.

Questions

Answer the questions below. We also supply rough guidelines for expected length of answer.

1. Which paper did you pick?

2. What notation do the authors use? Answer by typing up your symbol table from above.
Limit yourself to no more than 20 rows in your table; choose the most important symbols if
you have too many.

3. What problem are they trying to solve? (∼2 sentences)

4. Why is that problem important? (2-5 sentences)

5. How did the authors know they were successful? For example, in your structured percep-
tron assignment you know the model “worked” because you could measure the how accu-
rately it tagged a given tweet with the correct part of speech. Can you identify a problem
with the authors’ measure of success? Make one argument why the measure of success is ap-
propriate and one argument why the measure of success is not appropriate. (∼10 sentences)

6. How does the paper represent language? For instance, do they use a bag or words, a bag
of bigrams, a constituent parse (like you found with the CYK algorithm)? Is this repre-
sentation suitable for their task? Make one argument why it is suitable and one argument
why it is not suitable. (∼5 sentences)

7. Academic papers cite other academic papers, creating a chain of related knowledge. These
next two questions related to cited work.
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https://web.stanford.edu/~jurafsky/slp3/7.pdf
http://brenocon.com/eisenstein_oconnor_smith_xing.emnlp2010.geographic_lexical_variation.pdf
http://brenocon.com/eisenstein_oconnor_smith_xing.emnlp2010.geographic_lexical_variation.pdf


• (A) Research papers are almost always an improvement, reaction or twist on other re-
search (“prior work”) that others have done before. A paper might advance the state-of-
the-art in some established task like image captioning, or apply a technique normally
used in one area in a totally new way. Of all of the works cited in your paper, what
seems to be the most important cited prior work? Explain why that citation seems
most important. (∼5 sentences)

• (B) Research papers almost always make use of tools, methods and algorithms that
have been developed by others. For instance, a paper on summarization might make
use of general-purpose optimization techniques, which can be used for lots of things,
not just creating a summary. Of all of the works cited in your paper, what citation of a
tool, method or algorithm seems most important? Explain why. (∼5 sentences)

8. Make a list of five terms that you do not understand from your paper. For each, do a bit of
research and write a brief description of the term. (∼2 sentences each.)

For example, if you were reading this paper, you might see the term “linear dynamical
system” and, after reading a bit on wikipedia and elsewhere, make the following bullet
point.

• Linear dynamical systems (LDS): A dynamical system is a model that describes the
location of something in space, dependent on time (e.g. location of pendulum after t
seconds). Linear dynamical systems are systems where the relationship between time
and space can be described using a linear function.

9. Pick one equation from the paper and explain what it means using a mix of prose and math-
ematical notation. (∼15 sentences.) Imagine you are writing to a fellow CS student who has
a technical background but doesn’t know anything about this paper.
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http://mingyuanzhou.github.io/Papers/ScheinZhouWallach2016_paper.pdf

